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Title says it all. Most of these characters came from Sonic X, and the legal information... I think it was
the Sonic Team. Anyways, some of the characters are made up, so yeah. If it cuts off, I'm not done.
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1 - Arrival

Chapter One: Arrival

Chris has just arrived back from Sonic's world. Despite Dr. Eggman's warning, nothing appeared to be
out of order, except the clothes on him. They remained the same size, which created a big discomfort for
him. The ship had arrived, only a mile away from the portal. When he stepped out, he recognized the
neighborhood, and rushed to go home and see his family once more.
Ding-dong! The doorbell rang. Tyler, his fourteen year old cousin, answered the door. When he opened
the door, he yelled "Chris! You're back! I..." Tyler stopped instantly. After a brief ten seconds, Tyler was
literally rolling on the floor laughing. "What is that... baby pajama day!??!" Tyler continued laughing.
After three hours, Chris explained every single detail that has happened to him. Some of the details
were really unexplainable, and others made sense.(btw, ur suposed 2 kno da story!) While they were
talking, Tyler sneaked out of the house to the portal in Chris's story. He had a weird plan, and even
worse, no one even knew about it. Yet.



2 - Entrance

Tyler reached the portal site in about an hour. He started button mashing the computers running the
portal. Different sounds overlapped and became very loud. At last, Tyler became too tired. He pressed
one button at a time, hoping he would get a lucky hit. After twenty minutes, the portal finally showed an
green, red, and blue appearance.
Tyler laughed in success. He was able to hack into the computer password, and prepared to enter the
world. He put on an air helmet and jumped towards the portal.
Meanwhile, Knuckles had finished placing the pieces of the Master Emerald together and tried to bring
power to it. The emerald started floating up. Knuckles was suddenly worried. He can no longer reach the
Emerald. He jumped, but there was no luck with doing that. As a last resort, he ran to Sonic.
"Sonic! The Master Emerald!" Knuckles screamed as soon he sighted Sonic. "What about that? I thought
it broke!" Sonic complained. "I don't care, just get Tails to fly to get it down!" Sonic sped towards where
Tails was.
Tails was leaning on a tree. He was just staring at it ever since he came back. Sonic appeared behind
Tails. "Tails!" Sonic yelled. Tails was startled and jumped high. When he came back on the grounds,
Tails said "What was that for?" Sonic pointed at the Master Emerald. Tails knew he had to get it. He
flew, trying to remove the pain that occurred days ago. At that moment, the emerald was too out of
reach, and ended up drifting out in space. That was when Tyler came from the Master Emerald.
Tyler stared around. He was happy that he took Chris's air helmet before he left. He stared around. He
saw a random concession stand. Wondering what it was, he tried to drift towards it. He accidentally
pushed the Emerald back towards the planet's gravitational pull.



3 - The Consession Stand

Tyler grabbed on to a post. He was waiting for anyone to arrive to finish any sort of business. After
twenty minutes of complete boredom, he decides to actually read the title of the stand, which looked
oddly like a lemonade stand in some movies. It reads

Information Collector
Intelligence=Wealth: The Perfect Equation!

Tyler didn't understand the name at all. "Hello?" Tyler announced, hoping someone would answer.
Suddenly, a shadowy figure appeared. He looked like an animal that is furry, but that was the only way
to describe him. Tyler couldn't even tell if it was a boy or a girl. It was wearing medieval body armor. It
just handed a device to Tyler.
Tyler quickly pressed the power button. It said to input information. Tyler thought about it, so he put his
life information along with Chris's story that he was telling. Ping! The device made noises, and ended up
on a number. The number was 5520733. It also read that the higher the number, the more things it can
randomly generate. Tyler spawned a space ship. The number was reduced to 2217537. Tyler thanked
the clerk and left.
Meanwhile, Tails finished getting the Master Emerald. Once he was done, he went back to the tree and
started moping once more. Sonic said "Get over it. Cosmo is gone. I don't think there's a way to deny
that fact." Tails started crying. "There is a way... there is a way..." Tails chanted. Sonic concluded "I hope
you're right.."



4 - Flying to Marmolims

Tyler had no idea how to fly. Like what he did with the portal's computer, he started button mashing. He
almost gave up, until he found the manual. It said four big words on the cover.

DO NOT HIT HYPERDRIVE

Obviously, Tyler was not planning to listen to that. He hit the button and... WHOOSH!!! Before he knew
it, he crashed on a planet, of unknown origin, at least in his perspective. He say aliens that, for the most
part, were shorter than he was. He saw a statue of himself in the center of a town nearby the crash site.
All of the aliens said in unison "Greetings from Marmolims!" Tyler skipped them and went straight for the
statue.
The inscription said "Thank you for saving out planet, Sonic, Tails, Amy Rose, Cosmo, Cream, Cheese,
and Chris." Tyler gasped. He didn't realize that the portal changed the age of Chris, which looked a lot
like him. Tyler tried to squeeze every last drop of "usage" of the Marmolims. He asked for everything to
be done for him. Ship fixed, trinkets given, money given. The provided information made the device
increase its "points" up to 63527328. In the eventual fact, he had to go. Fearing what had happen, he hit
hyperdrive in the opposite direction, and landed in a crater that was created. He hit the crater that
Cosmo was in. Tails rushed towards the crash, planning to take his rage out on the creature that
crashed on Tails's second favorite spot.



5 - Fending Off Tails

Obviously, Tails was not planning to let Tyler live. After all, Cosmo's life meant more than almost all of
his friends. Tails flew as fast as he could. Tyler stepped out of the ship, disoriented by the crash. Tails
saw Tyler. He thought it was Chris. He was badly hurt, so helping him became his dominant emotion.
Tails picked Tyler off the crash site and brought him to Cream's house. there, Vanilla can help him from
there on in. Tails started walking towards the crater, looking down and letting his tears fall along the way.
Tyler watched as Tails disappeared along the trail. The whole trail looked like it was moping as well.
Tails never said a word.
Tyler scanned everything on the device. He tried to recall Chris's story. Then, he remembers that Cosmo
was not here because she died. He continued scanning until he found what he was looking for. Bringing
someone back to life costs two things: 100000000 points and a piece of DNA/RNA. He looked at his
point count. He almost has to double his knowledge to have Tails completely happy. All of a sudden,
Amy, Cream, Tails, Sonic, and Cheese came in.
"Hey Chris!" Everyone all sang aside from Tails. "You look really hurt from the crash. How did you
come_" "I'm Tyler. Chris is my cousin.' Tyler announced. "I used Chris's portal to get here. But, that's not
the point now. Can you provide all the information you know. I need it for something special." No one
seemed to respond. After all, sometimes giving information isn't always a fun thing to do. So, Tyler
asked everyone to just type all the information up. The device was becoming noisy. It took seconds for
the device to work, and it felt like hours.
Finally, the results came in. The number is...



6 - Final Count: The Revival

The number tallied made Tyler extremely frustrated. The number was 99999999. Even a small detail
could provide the needs for this problem. But, there was nothing that he can contribute, and everyone
happened to disappear. He tried inputting information that he has already submitted, but it failed.
Tails came in the room, still looking like he was still crying. He tried all attempts to avoid eye-contact with
Tyler. Suddenly, Tyler got a piece of information. He inputted "Tails love Cosmo." That was a lucky
sense of wording, and the new number was 1000000093.
Tyler started smiling. "Tails, do you want to see Co_" Before Tyler even finished saying "Cosmo" and
definitely before Tyler had time to protect himself, Tails sprinted towards Tyler. "Yes, I would LOVE that!"
Tails screamed in delight. Tyler gritted his teeth in pain. Tyler said "Tails, do you have something that
contains Cosmo's DNA?" Tails picked up Tyler, and started flying towards his house.
Tyler started gritting his teeth again because of the great pain he is in. When Tails reached his house,
he put Tyler down in front and dashed for the plant he had. He got it, and ran back to Tyler, he was still
in pain. Tyler picked up the device, and he clicked the option that allowed him to bring someone back to
life. It says that they become immortal, along with anyone that has contributed information. It even
allows you to place the time of life you want that person to be. She died somewhere around 14(not
completely sure, please help me out on Cosmo's age of death). So, the choice is anytime before that.
Tyler placed the plant on the ground. Then, he pointed a laser beam at the plant. "Fire!" Tyler
commanded to no one. By this time, everyone is there. Zap!
After the dust cleared, there was something that no one could have expected. The one that was revived,
was not Cosmo at all. Instead, it was Dark Oak.
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